How to cross the streets in Vietnam

First, one might think that crossing a street has to be something
simple. Then, you get there and someone can change my
mind. Every working moment, Mall hours before the official start, there are
thousands of motorbikes that pass in the process of greater affluence,
reinforced by cars and trucks. Never stop and the lights, if they
exist, are decorative. The same applies to pedestrian
walkways. And yet, despite all this, it's even crossing the street.

Hanoi is not quiet, but the worst is Ho Chi Minh or Saigon, as it was
called back then, and continues to call for almost everyone in the region, it is a
mess. But come on, all you have to do is ... go through. With a right
step, without running and never stop. What abroad should understand is that
people who drive are used to this, it's so routine as we stop at a red traffic
light. See pedestrians and adjust its trajectory, in terms of
speed and direction, the train will trace Walker. But for this it is essential
thatthis line does not suffer changes, there is, with a stop or a
change of speed.

All this I already knew even before arriving. In theory. Once in
place, the headything, but what I had taught – here do the same – it is
true and works. It is just the first time, so to speak. You might want to keep an
eye on them, of course, but that won't be necessary. The pawn
may even cross a street super-movimentada eyes closed and will reach
the other side unharmed. Oddly enough, in the end it
is even saferand easy cross-street in Vietnam.

Once you master this technique became a star with the tourists that way. I
found myself with a legion of followers, walking behind me or beside me,
catching rides to crossing paths that they Durst not cross alone. It
became fun, because I won the awareness that is extremely simple knowing
that for those who do not know it seems almost impossible.

